USS Seleya Mission Transcript 11006.06
Mission Number 600
Reunion of a Past IX

DRAMATIS PERSONAE
Lília Perfeito as Captain Alexandra Margarida Gomes (CO – Commanding Officer) npc SO Mariluah
Eldad Ben-Tovim as Commander Maor (CIV – Starfleet Intelligence Specialist) 
Tim Schols as Lieutenant Dylan Cedric Pandora (OPS – Operations Officer) aOPS Andersson
Mike Hiles as Lieutenant Maximus Heller (CTO – Chief Tactical Officer) TO Derfel
Karriaunna Scotti as Lt Brianna Rose (SO – Science Officer) Jarod & Orale

Time lapse:  A few moments
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Last week on the Seleya:

Two away teams are on the planet looking for evidence to help end a groups illegal trade in lives, who they are and who it is run by is unknown other then their are Orions, Humans and Talarians.  Both group have found evidence of others on this dead world.  Maor's group has been divided.  He and Pandora are discreetly searching the remains of an old warehouse with a supposed trader Jarod and Pandora has discovered a trap door that leads down into what he does not know.  While Heller has taken half of the team, including TRae and Marilua with him to follow transports that had left the warehouse before their arrival.

Heller's group has come to a stop to a valley, looking down into what obviously once was the home of a very rich family.  The grounds read quiet, as some form of dampening field surrounds it.  Underneath the ground can be read a very faint electromagnetic field... the place is obviously well protected.

The groups primary job has become to gather evidence so that what appears to be an organization at the top level, can be taken down quickly.  The captain seeks to at least close down whatever operation is occurring on Altra IV and if possible, retrieve her brother.  And what of the Orion ship that left as suddenly as it came, sending a warning out to those on the planet... and who else?
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Captain's log, Stardate 11006.06. The away teams on the planet are continuing their investigation. I believe they are close to finding some of the ages, if there are any still alive.

Commander's Maor duty log, SD: 11005.30: We've made contact with a person claiming to be a rare architects dealer, if you can even call what he does that. While keeping him busy the OPS was able to uncover a trap door beneath the house we're in protected by a second dampening field. I'm considering our options as we speak.

Lt. Cmdr. Heller Duty log SD 11005.30:  We are preparing to head into the dampening field on the planet, to investigate what the vehichles that left the warehouse prior to our arrival are up to.  Once we enter the field we'll be on our own until we get back out or bring down the field ourselves.

<<<<<<<<<< Reunion of a Past IX>>>>>>>>>>

 CO Capt Gomes says:
@::sitting in her chair at the bridge::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ ::At her station on the bridge, keeping an eye on the away team and trying to get through the complex dampening field that is being used.::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::looks up from her tricorder:: CTO: The tricorders are set to send the interfering signal. It should hide our signal from their detection device .... unless they use a very sensitive scanner
 Jarod:
:: Watching the two starfleet officers at the other end of the room::  CIV:  If there is nothing here that interests you, I should get back to work.
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Steps away from the buggy::  SO:  Well we've  prepared ourselves as much as we can guess it's time to toss the dice and see how well it works.
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::nods:: CTO: Lead the way
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::In the warehouse, waiting for further instructions, not sure how they should proceed from here on::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
Jarod: I should ask you the same thing, I assume you found nothing to your liking?
Jarod:
:: Lifts up one of the artifacts brought in.::  CIV:  Actually I have... it is rare to find jewelry on this planet... for that matter, this is the first piece I have seen.  :: smiles::  Thank you.
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%SO:  Alright lets move out.  ::Instructs one of his security officers to remain at the buggy with the CMO and the other to come with him::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Nods:: Jarod: And what do you have to offer in exchange? ::Signals the OPS closer::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Notices Maor waving and takes a few steps to get closer::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::nods:: CTO: Starting tricorder jamming field ::sets her tricorder to emit a field that will hopefully jam their signals:: CTO: We will have to stay together while going through their detection grid
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%SO:  Understood.  ::Begins heading down into the valley, moving in-between buildings to stay out of sight incase someone is on the lookout.;;
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Finishes writing something on his PADD and hands it to the OPS:: OPS: Make sure we got everything we wanted and get the car to the door here, we're leaving. 
 
% ACTION:  All is silent as the grave, apro for a dead world as Heller, Mariluah and Derfel pause at the edge, waiting.  The tricorder beeps as the jamming field is set.

SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::Follows the CTO, unable to scan for the time being::
 Jarod says:
CIV:  You asked for water and it was given.  :: his eyes narrow slightly::  You want something else, it will cost you.
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Takes the padd and nods, taking a quick glance at it:: CIV: Yes commander. ::Turns towards the door to fetch their buggy::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
OPS: Oh, and Lieutenant? Make sure the other team knows we're about to leave. ::Turns to face Jarod:: Jarod: That won't be necessary, we'll be out of your hair in a few moments. ::Signals the security officers to pack up the crates::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Nods at the CIV's words as he steps through the door, reading the padd::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ CO:  Captain, for a moment... :: looks through the sensor data::  I thought we picked up an energy signal just outside of the system.  But whatever it was, it is gone.
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Leads his group toward the edge of the dampening field.  Not looking forward to losing contact with all his backup.::
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@::nods:: SO: We can't chase ghosts. Keep an eye on it
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Once outside, he taps his combadge:: *CTO*: Pandora to commander Heller.
 Jarod says:
:: Nods and watches as the officers pack up, his hand at ready at the phaser at his waist and his finger on the button of a black box attached to his belt.::
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::hears the message from Pandora and stops his group at the edge of a building.::  *OPS*:  Heller here.
SO Lt Rose says:
@ :: Nods, uncomfortable, not knowing if the orion ship left or not.::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::keeps following the CTO, getting more and more frightened but trying to control it::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Glances around:: Jarod: Hope that damn car will start, all this sand is wrecking havoc with the electrical system in the car.
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Arrives at the car and starts carrying out Maor's instructions, first setting up a smoke grenade under the car's hood::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
*CTO*: Commander Maor has asked me to inform you we are packing up and about to leave our location. ::Keeps working, now setting up the EMP device at the back of the car::
 
%Scenery:  From the building they are behind, some storage room for tools, the grounds are empty towards the house, other then the remnant driveway leading up to it.

CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%*OPS*:  Understood, we are currently heading into the dampening field trying to determine what those other vehicles are up to.  Once we enter we will likely be out of contact.
 Jarod says:
:: Moves with the security officers to the front of the door and stands waiting there.::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::takes a deep breath and whispers:: CTO: This is it. How shall we approach it?
OPS Lt Pandora says:
*CTO*: Understood... ::Lowers his voice, so as not to be heard by anyone more than 10 meters away:: Actually, we're going to stick around a little longer. We found something suspicious, and hope to surprise the guy we're currently with...
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%SO:  I don't see a way to approach without crossing that open ground, might have to make a run across the space to that wall over there.  ::Points toward a wall along the driveway.::
 Jarod says:
:: Looks at Maor with a lifted brow::
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%*OPS*:  Understood good luck Lt.
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Raises an eyebrow of his own:: Jarod: Probably giving him trouble again.
 Jarod says:
CIV:  The advantage of having a starship about.
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Walks back towards the front of the car, glancing towards the warehouse, noticing Jarod and Maor are there, and continues walking to the still open hood, to pretend there's still work to be done:: *Seleya*: Pandora to Seleya, come in.
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%SO:  Where does the dampening field begin?
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::nods, uneasy:: CTO: I'm ready
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
Jaord: I never said anything about a starship, away teams rarely use buggies when there are starships available to teleport them around.
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@*OPS*: This is the Captain, go ahead Mr. Pandora
 Jarod says:
CIV:  I had wondered about that.  But I figured it was just easier getting about when 'hunting', I know it works for us.  But obviously a ship dropped you off.
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%Derfel:  I'll head across first, you cover me until I get into position at the wall then send Mariluah over.  SO:  You stay here until Derfel gives you the go ahead.
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%CTO: We are already inside it. We have been in it since we started our little run ::points to the top of the elevation they just descended::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
*CO*: Captain, commander Maor and I have found a warehouse with a rather suspicious trap door. We can't scan beyond it, and it looks to be electronically regulated. We're going to try and break the lock, force it to open, and search the basement it is hiding.
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
Jaord: Hunting? Interesting choice of words, is that what you call what you're doing here?
TO Derfel says:
%CTO:  Understood sir, will do.
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@*OPS*: Understood. You have my permission to proceed but keep in mind that if you don't find any evidence we will have to answer for about 100 violations of stellar law
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::nods as well::
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Moves over to the edge of the building doing one last check before sprinting across to the wall.::
 Jarod says:
CIV:  Of course... what else would you call the search for rare objects on a dead world.
OPS Lt Pandora says:
*CO*: Yes captain, just wanted to inform you, in case things get hairy. Pandora out. ::Takes a moment before closing the hood on the car, and walks towards the driver's side::
 
%ACTION:  All is quiet as Heller crosses the grounds.

CIV Cmdr Maor says:
Jarod: Archeology?
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
All: Here he comes.
 Jarod says:
:: snorts with humor::  CIV:  Right...
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Crosses the ground with no shout of alarm going up.  Gets to the wall and sets up position there before signaling to Derfel;:
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Takes a seat in the car and starts the engine without trouble, making sure to make erratic use of the throttle to still feign problems::
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@SO: Is there any way to get a lock on OPS and the CIV while they are inside that warehouse?
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::senses something and turns around::
 
% ACTION:  As Mariluah turns around, she and Derfel stare down the barrels of an old fashion gun held by a human and a phaser by an orion.  Neither men say a word.

TO Derfel says:
%,::Turns to see what the SO was looking at and finds himself face to face with a barrel::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%:::blinks and raises her hands showing she is unarmed::
 Jarod says:
CIV:  It looks like you will be heading off now.  If you find anything of interest you want to sell, you know where I am.  ::nods and steps back into the darker shadows of the warehouse.::
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Turns back to see what is keeping the others and sees two other people standing next to them with what appears to be an old fashioned rifle, and curses under his breath::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Backs the car to the door, coming to a grinding stop just half a meter away from the building::
 
%ACTION: The Orion steps forward to relieve the two of any weapons.

CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Checks his phaser rifle to see if it is working in the dampening field;:
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
Jarod: Hold on a second. ::Waves him back:: I wanted to thank you. Seems you know so much about us, it'll be only polite to shake someone's hand when they offer it. ::Extends his hand::
 
%ACTION:  The human waves his weapon towards the building in obvious indication that is where those two should proceed to.

CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Moves out of line of site of the others hoping they didn't notice him there.::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::gulps and begins walking, pointedly NOT looking at the CTO. With some luck they have not found him yet::
 Jarod says:
CIV:  Of course.  ::Reaches out his hand not holding the phaser to take Maors::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Shakes Jarod's hand:: OPS: Do it!
 
% ACTION:  The grim faced men lead the two officers up the drive, and onto a leading porch towards the main door.

OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Sitting at the wheel, he pushes the trigger he had set up, activating both the smoke grenade in the engine compartment, and the EMP charge in the back of the car::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Fires his own phaser set at stun from his holster at the direction of Jarod at the same time as the charge::
 Jarod says:
:: Pulls back at the last minute, reaching for the black box as his senses leave him.::
aOPS Andersson says:
CO: Captain, before Pandora cut the line, he uploaded some data.. I forwarded it to your console, I think you should take a look at it...
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Puts down his useless phaser rifle and draws his knife. trying to judge the distance between himself and the others, but can't convince himself that he can get there before they shoot the others of his team.::
 
ACTION:  All electronic devices within the area go inactive.

 CO Capt Gomes says:
@::nods at the aOPS and brings up a small screen from the side of her chair. She quickly skims through it:: aOPS: Have replacement combadges beamed to the buggy for all the officers in that area. They just detonated an EM pulse, they will be out of communication
 
%ACTION:  The door swings open into almost complete darkness.  The men push the TO a bit roughly inside.

SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::stares at the darkness before her and steps through before she is pushed as well::
TO Derfel says:
%::Stumbles into the darkness inside growling at his captures::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Looks at Maor:: CIV: Think it worked?
 Orale says:
% :: his voice low::  SO/TO:  Keep moving.
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Sees the others being forced into the building, hating himself for allowing the others to be captured.  Trying to determine best way to get them back out.::
 
%ACTION:  The large foyer holds three openings.  The group are guided through the center one which leads into a large, ornate but empty room.

SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::looks towards the voice, hoping to see where it comes from. Moves in very sshort steps::
aOPS Andersson says:
@CO: Aye captain. ::Informs transporter room 3 to prepare a dozen commbadges to be beamed down to a specific set of coordinates::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Signals one of the security officers to get the badges that were just beamed over::
 
@ACTION:  The badges are beamed down as requested.

CIV Cmdr Maor says:
OPS: Seems to be. Get working on that door, I'll contact the ship ::Waits for the badges::
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Begins working his way around the house looking for a way to get in without alerting the people inside.::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%::looks at her surroundings, finding them strangely empty. she was half expecting the rooms to be filled with ages and their captors::
 
% ACTION:  The two are taken through the room to another side door and led through that down a long dark hall.  The cold of the guns barrel held close to the TO's neck.  The are led into a very complex control room with monitors all about the room.

OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Nods:: CIV: I should have asked for a new tricorder too... And what about our weapons, are they still functional?
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
OPS: Doubt it, I'll ask for some replacements::  *CO*: Maor to Gomes.
 Orale says:
% :: Turns to look at the intruders::  SO/TO:  You are trespassing.
TO Derfel says:
% ::Itching to fight back at his captors but feeling the cold of the barrel, knows that for now it is a bad idea, will have to wait till they let their guard down.::
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Nods as he turns towards the door, moving towards it, carefully::
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@*CIV*: Gomes here
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%Orale: We were unaware someone had claimed this house. we are scientists
 Orale says:
% ::Looks at the security officer and lifts a brow::  SO:  Scientists... and what brings you to this building far from the main city complex?
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
*CO*: Captain, we've successfully deployed an EMP charge and have stunned the person we've encountered. I have sufficient reason to believe he was hiding something beside the trap door we've discovered. He seemed far too informed regarding our status here, almost as if someone was feeding him information about us.
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
*CO*: We're about to enter the hidden basement but we're going to need some replacement phasers and tricorders to our current location. 
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Enters the warehouse and first checks to make sure Jarod is still unconscious::
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%Orale: We have been studying the ancient atrian language. We thought we had decrypted the directions to an old library. We found the end of your gun instead
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Takes a quick look at the black box Jarod was carrying, picking it up to examine it::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Motions one of the security officers to keep Jaord sedated::
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@*CIV*: Just send your list to the aOPS
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Notices the button on it device and wonders if this would have been the key to open the hatch::
 CO Capt Gomes says:
@Self: What am I now? The equipment officer?
 Orale says:
% SO:  A library?  Indeed... far from anything.  Your translations are horrible as are your common sense.
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
*CO*: Understood. ::Forwards the request to the aOPS::
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Spots a low windows ahead and moves to it attempting to open it.::
aOPS Andersson says:
@::Receives Maor's request and processes it immediately, once again using the crew from transporter room 3::
 
ACTION:  The requested items beam down to the same location the badges had.

OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Shrugging it off, he heads for the trap door to see if it can be opened::
CIV Cmdr Maor says:
::Receives the items and makes his way toward the OPS:: OPS: There you go. ::Hands him one of each:: Found anything yet? 
SO Lt Mariluah says:
%Orale: The atrian society has been wrapped under a big mystery for too long. We are doing our best. We certainly did not expect to find Orion here
OPS Lt Pandora says:
::Shakes head:: CIV: Other than what appears to be some sort of trigger device, no... We'll find out in a moment though... ::Arrives at the trap door and, before looking down, hopes it had opened a little::
Orale says:
% ::smiles only with his lips::  SO:  Where there is profit?
SO Lt Mariluah says:
% Orale: I don't see any
CTO LtCmdr Heller says:
%::Finds the window unlocked and slowly slides it open and slipping inside the building, closing the window behind him, quickly moving away from the light into a dark corner and waits for his eyes to adjust to the darkness.::
SO Lt Rose says:
@ Captain:  I am picking up an incoming ship on long range sensors.  The should be here in an about an hour.

<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>
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